Berkeley Green UTC – Newsletter
Friday 19th January 2018
Message from the Principal
Dear Parents/Carers,
We have had a really positive start to the Spring Term, with attendance heading in the right direction
despite the national flu epidemic. We do however, have concerns with a minority of students who are
coming unprepared for study. Please can you ensure that your son or daughter is wearing the
appropriate suit and jacket according to the professional dress code and arrive with their correct
stationery. We understand that all students have a device yet some are not bringing these in, leading to
lost learning time. Please make sure all devices are charged and ready to go each day.
Half of our sixth form are out on work experience. We have had fantastic feedback from employers. We
are in the process of organising work experience for Year 10 and information will be coming home to
parents next week. All students are halfway through their Allcooper project which continues next week.
Work so far shows creativity and ingenuity, both skills that we are keen to develop.
Kind Regards
Paul Ramage
Principal

Celebrations
We have had a great start back to the new year, and we have seen fantastic attitude shown by our
students. In year 10 Alfie Lancaster, Charlotte Cartwright and Jake Walker have consistently impressed and
have been named students of the week for the past two weeks. Ben Gosling, Joe Jones and Thomas Durn
have also demonstrated a consistently outstanding approach to their learning and have been named
students of the week in year 12 for the past two weeks. We have also seen a small improvement in
attendance over the past two weeks, so thank you for your support with this. We are really looking forward
to seeing our UTC ambassadors shine during our open morning on 20th January.

